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Objectives: 

• Learn the days of the week 
• Learn vocabulary for the activities we do frequently 
• Define and practice the simple future tense 

 

What is the simple future tense? 

 

 

What is an example of the simple future tense? 
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Activity 1: Discussion  

Read the dialogue with a partner; decide who will be Person 1 and who will be Person 2. 

 
Dialogue 1 

Person 1:   Good morning, what day is today? 

Person 2:   Hello, today is Saturday.   

Person 1:  What do you usually do on Saturday? 

Person 2:  I usually go to the market on Saturday. 

 
Dialogue 2 

Person 1:  Hi, what do you normally do on Friday? 

Person 2:  On Friday I normally go to the mosque to pray.   

 
Dialogue 3 

Person 1:  What days are your children in school? 

Person 2:  My children go to school every weekday: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,  
   Thursday and Friday. 

 
Dialogue 4 

Person 1:  What will you do this weekend? 

Person 2:  On Saturday I will go shopping for food for the week. And on Sunday I will  
   have dinner with my family. What will you do? 

Person 1:  On Saturday I will go to the park with my family. On Sunday we will relax at  
   home. 
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Activity 2: Vocabulary 

Vocabulary from this lesson is defined below. Pashto and Arabic translations are provided.  

Please write the translation for the word in another language if you would like to under “Other”!    

 

English Day of the Week or 
Definition 

Pashto Arabic Other 

Sunday Weekend االلأأححدد ششننببهه ییکک  

Monday Weekday االلإإثثننيينن ددووششننببهه  

Tuesday Weekday االلثثللااثثااء ششننببهه سسهه  

Wednesday Weekday االلأأررببععااء چچههااررششننببهه  

Thursday Weekday االلخخممييسس پپننججششننببهه  

Friday Weekday االلججممععةة ججممععهه  

Saturday Weekend االلسسببتت ييوومم ششننببهه  

Usually Something you do 

frequently or a lot of 

the time. 

  ععااددةة ممععممووللاا

Normally Something you do 

frequently or a lot of 

the time. 

  ططببييععيي ببششككلل ععاادديي پپهه
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Discussion:  

In western countries, workers typically have Saturday and Sunday off work.  Christian families and 
individuals will go to church on Sunday.  Depending on where you live, some countries will be off 
of work Friday and Saturday.  Muslims typically go to their mosque to pray on Friday. 

 

Activity 3: Grammar 

Simple Future Tense 

In English, we say I will + the verb to talk about something we will do in the future. 

I will:    I will go to the market on Saturday.  

You will:    You will go to work tomorrow.  

She/he will:  She will go to school next week. 

They will:   They will call me on Monday. 

We will:    We will go to the mosque on Friday.  

 

Activity 4: Writing 

Write 3 sentences about what you will do this week.  Be sure to put the day of the week! 

 Example:  

 On Thursday, I will go to the market. 

 

1. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Share with a partner what you will do this week.  


